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 ‘Buddhism

had to die a natural death in india as the desciples of Buddha took away from the eternal God”

(Ahir D.C 1996 Page 6).  
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Buddhist India 



    "Buddha : His

Life, His doctrine His order"

    

            

   

 



"It appeared to nineteenth - century Western Philosophers as a

better alternative to christianity- " Subba Rao M  2007, ED, page - 156). 

   



     

   

NietzscheWille zur Macht 

 "Buddusim is a hundred times more realistic than

Christianity. It  has  inherited the cool and objective attitude of looking at problems. It arises

after centuries of philosophical movement, the concept, ' God' was already done away with,

when it arose." (Subba Rao M  (Ed) 2007 - page 156) 

'Allen

Bennet' (1872-1923)

   (Buddhist society of Britain and Ice Land)

 

(Nyanatiloka)(Nynaponika)
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(Nynamoli) 





  

  

  





       





    



  

  



            



  



 Dr. B.R.





"The Buddha and his Dhamma"   
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Naresh Kumar Das. 2007, Page -XVII

  

 

    

 

Naresh Kumar Das. 2007, Page -XVII   
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Naresh Kumar Das. 2007,

Page -XVII 



 "Ancient Ballads  and Legends" 





 

To,  a  Buddha Seated on Lotus"

   

 

 







  To a buddha  seated on lotus"  

James H. Cousins" She is generally charming

poet, but  it is when she touches the great impersonalities and the deep and permanent elements

of life that she rises to  a fine power phrase, a clear energy of thought, a luminosity and reserve

that reach the level of mastery", 

" Ostensibly of the lord budha but in the accent of vedantic Philosophy, which indeed

is as much the basis of Buddism as of hinduism". ( Narendra Kumar Das 2007  Page 290).   

Charming Poet
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" Lord Buddha, on the lotus - throne

  With praying eyes and hands elate

  What  mystic rapture dost thou own

  Immutable and ultimate ?

  What peace unravished of our ken

  Annihilate from the world of men ?

 ( Sarojini Naidu,  1917-  Page 3)

 

 

         

 

(Proteation) Invoking

Mother earth)

Turning the wheel of law)

 

" The wind of change for ever blows

  across the  tumett   of  the way "

( Sarojini Naidu, 1917, Page 3)
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" But nought shall conquer  or control

  The heaven ward hunger of our soul "

( Sarojini Naidu, 1917, Page 4)

   

 

 

" The end, elusive and afar

  Still  lures  us  with its beckoniny flight,

  And all our mortal moments are

  A session of the infinite.

  How shall we reach great unknown

  Nirvana of the Lotus throne ? “

  ( Sarojini Naidu, 1917, Page 4)



 



 



 



 

P.Lal  "The deer at Nara"   
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" But these are holy beasts,

  Wood's seagulls, or puffs of cloud

  Up blue hills in summer,

  And there is a shrine nearby

  Where the Buddha's eyes are dear

  At pool's edge of discovery.

  Nara, Memory of grass gracious sullabled

  And steps up the shrine and leaflost birds,

  Pray for the tourist in a distant land. "

(Lal P , 1977 Page-102     ).



 Achut Bose   "Nirvana"       



      

 

" Stay calm, serene in an ageless deathless state

  Like a lotus floating on the lake that stir not,

  Neither in rain or snow,

  Nor in storms that rage over the world of Maya

  But calm, still meditate,

  Looking at the stars and many suns

  That are born and die in this Universe,

  Dreaming of time,

  That is not time but eternity. "

( Poems : A First Collection of Verse 1984  Page - 9-10  )
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(Compassion)

" He (the Buddha) constructed

  Not vertically into heaven

  But horizontally on the earth

  A road to Nirvana,

  But his road is very trying

  For on it more often  not,

  Appears from the way side grass

  A serpent, a limbless devil

  Brandishing his tongues of swords.

  He gives the swords to the brothers standing hearby

  And clandestinely creeps back to the bushes

  On the road,

  The kandy part of it,

  The two quarreling brothers......

  The Sinhalese and the Tamilian..........

  Threw away the sickles

  Meant for cuting corn

  And used the serpentine swords

  To slash each other's throats.”

"The Buddha intevened between the two

And broke his tooth.
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Thanks for the basic

Goodness of man

Kandy preserved his tooth in the Vihara".

 ( Poems : A First Collection of Verse 1984  Page - 29)



  

 

  

  " The Incar nations " 



 

 

 

" He had won enfranchisement for himself,

  But the vast mass` of mankind

  Had to be redeemed too, and this called for

  An untiring ministry. "

(Naresh Kumar Das. 2007,Page  75)



 

" And he taught too that both self indulgence

  And ascetic Refusal

  Were wrong, and pleaded for the Middle Way,

  The only Eight Splendored path.

  The Grand Trunk Road to the goal of Moksha,
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  Liberation, Nirvana,

  Opting out of the unending cycle

  Of birth, death and birth again.

  This road is paved with the rare ensemble

  Of right faith, aspiration

  Right speech, conduct, livelihood and effort

  Right thinking and transcendence "

(Naresh Kumar Das. 2007,Page  75)

  

  





 



 

  

"For

Brahmanism as such, for its priestly authority and the tyranny of its regimented

social organizations he had nothing but contempt. His admiration of the Buddha on

the other hand, was boundless. In the Buddha, according to him, the Hindu race had

achieved its finest flowing. He was brought up to depise idolatry, and yet he confessed

that when he first saw the famous stone image of the Buddha in Bodh Gaya he could

not help bowing down to it. It was not merely the campassion of the Buddha that

drew to him.It was the rare combination in him of a great intellect, rational and

logical , a great heart overflowing with love that made no distinction between man

and man, a great strength that never wavered and a great serenity of mind”(Krishna
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Kriplani  1962 Page - 176).   



 



 

 



  

 

  (malini)

,   (Natir-puja)  (Chandalika)     
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   Man of peace

  

(Mara) 











     



   

 

 



" The world connot stand in the way of our love.  It is

  not a fever in the blood, a hunger of the flesh. It is

  not a blast from the sourses enveloping the heart in

  Fumes of  passion Our love is a non - pareil. It is

  the sacred bond lingking the worm beneath the sad with

  that love we call god - a union of hearts ".

(Amarendra, 1982 , page  32)
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   (Om " mane padme Hum) 

 

 



 

    

 



 



 

"An interesting feature of Om Mane Padme Hum ! is the juxtaposition of

opposite - Buddhism and Communism, the past and the present and violence and

sufferance. The purpose of the Chinese invasion of Tibet is to transform Buddhism

into Communism. The earlier attempt of the Chinese at' The  cultural reformation in

the Tibet is juxtaposed with their present military threat'. The Chinese soldiers take

the gun and drag the Tibetan Monks to bend their knee and work in the field. They

even threaten to kick them if they do not properly go about their work. The voilent

methods of the Chinese soldiers are borne patiently by the Tibetan Monks who think

that there are some who only pray and some who only cultivate".(Narendra Kumar

das,  2007 EDPage 298)
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  The last days of sariputra"









  





 







 



 

" I welcome you to darkness and despair, Samrat of magadh. I bring to you

the offering of the defeated and the humbled. I have nothing to offer. yet I wished

not to meet you empty handed. So I bring you this " she said offering him the long

silky tresses of her hair " A Kingdom for the soft caressing, fragrance at of your silky

hair." Some one  had once said to Ambapali. He was merchant who loved her. Her

hair I bring to you and this ring  to you and this ring  which the merchant had put on

her finger are he fled away from her to die into a monarch " ( Vimala raina 1962 ,

Page 75)
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" I am learning Chinese  now and Tibetan from Lezo. Tibetan is only from of

Sanskrit but chinese is really difficult. I want to get known more of chinese Buddhisum.

Besides the some of the Buddist Texts. as you know no longer exist Pali -destroyed by

the Muslims when they burnt Nalanda and Vikramasila. The intellectual brilliance

of Buddhism has no equal in the world,. 'Its the religion of modren age. Some Buddist

texts read like a novel by Aldous Huxley.' So curiously intellectual. almost pervesre

for the European. Truth can olny be attractive when it is pervese. " Nevertheless

Madeleine loves Buddisim precisely because the Buddha's life is so normal; a normal

birth under a mongo tree in  blossim. ''To be normal is tobe whole.'' Raja Rao prose

trembles on the verge of poetry when he describes the forteen days fast of self puri-

fications by Mandeleine. A rare joy suffuses her whole being as she  feels free in the

three measure of time the past, the present and the future.    (Raja Rao  1968,Page -

18)
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"A variety of experiences

In the tiered fourfold states

of consciousness - the waking,

Dreaving, deep sleep, turiya;

Thus Manimakalai gathered knowlege

Of past lives, of the nexus

Between actions and their consequences,

And the grace of the Buddha."

Her heart went forth to forge identity

With the wretched of the earth -

The waifs, the sick, the maimed, and the hungry -

Deprivations victims all !

From the Sadhana of her piligrimage

Of the stairway of the worlds.

Her siddhi was the emergent new down

Of her mother -Consciousness.

For one so young and radiant with life,

All so sudden and final

Was the craking of the ego - and its

Disolution in the all."

(Naresh Kumar Das. 2007, Page  _  80)
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 Light of Asia  

         

Light of Asia 
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Restlessness)
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̀ Sadi in the garden`

“ Some that he dreamed that West and East would meet

   on some far day, by some fresh opened path,

   In sisterly new Truths, and strove for that

   I think he did but find Wisdom’s wide stream

   Nearest the fountain clearest, India’s air

   Softer and warmer than his native skies;

   And liked the gentle speech, the grave reserve

   the piety and quiet of the land,

   Its old-world manners and its reverent ways,

   And kind simplicity of Indian homes,

   And classic come lines of Indian girls.

   More than his proper people and his tasks

   He was to blame, but he loved India.

( Edwin Arnold 1893, Page -27)
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`Sadi in the

garden` 

“ Sweet friends ! who loved the music of the sun,

   And listened - glad and gracious - many an one

   while on a light strung lyre, I sought to tell

   Indian sidhartha’s wisdom ; and the spell -

   of Jayadev’s deep verse, and proud deeds wrought

   By pandu princes, and how gems are fraught

   with meanings, and to count his golden bead

   of allah’s names of Beauty and to read

   High tender lessons upanishads teach

   ‘Secret of Death’ and subtle soul of speech

   In holy Om, and to con - line by line

   the lofty glory of the “ Lay Divine “

   Arjuna’s speech with Krishna ; once more come

   And listen to the vina and the drum !

   come once more with me from our sombre skies

   to hear great sadi’s tuneful mysteries“ .

 ( Edwin Arnold 1893,  Page -VII)

 

 

      

Light of Asia)  
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 Light



 





   Gravesend

    Whartons frame field 

  Rochester Kings School 

 Kings College

   

M.A. 

   



"Belshazzar’s Feast" "New digate" 

“ Poems Narrative

and Lyrical” (Birmingham) (Edward)

          

     



"East and West" “The Garden of Respose” 
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Fellow 

 

 

  Harrison Weir   Illuestrations   

 `Scientific

of Westron Knowledge`Pamphlet 

    

 



 

  

 

  

  

 (Edward Diecy), (James Macdonell),

H.D. Trail 

 C.S.I Companion at

the order of the Star at India

            

    



   

 Light of the World
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 Knight Commander of the Indian

Empire (K.C.I.E)  

      

   

  

 

 

 

 

  

 



 Leureateship

 

  

  

 

  Bolton  

 Old   
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“ I  leave my heart behind me on leaving these Indian peoples, who have

taught me, as I have wandered among them, that manners more noble and gentle

learning more modest and profound, loyalty more sincere, refinement more natural,

and sweeter simplicities of life and love and duty exist in the length and breadth of

smilish Briton Asia than even I had gathered from my old experiences, before India

was revisited. ” ( Edwin Arnold 1886, Page 324)

 



 

   

 

  



 

“ Know o King !

  This is the Blossom on our human tree

  Wich opens once in many myriad years
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  But opened, fills world with wisdom’s seent

  And love’s dropped honey; form they royal root

  A heavenly lotus springs.”

   (Edwin Arnold  1879, Page -17 )

 

``So, with brow he touched her feet, and bent

the  farewell of fond eyes, unutterable,

upon her sleeping face, still wet with tears

And thrice around the bed in reverence

As though it were and altar, softly stepped

with clasperd hands laid up on his beating heart``.

 



 

 



 

 “ Nay, though we locked up love and life with lips

So close that night and day our breaths grew one,

Time would thrust in between to filch away

My passion and they grace, as block night steals

The rose gleams from yon peak, which fade to grey

And are not see to fade, this have I found,

And all my heart is darkened with its dread,

and all my heart is fixed to think how love

night save its sweetness from the slayer, time

who makes men old.

(Edwin Arnold  1884, Page -61 )
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3.3.2  The Song Celestial :

 "The song

celestial" 



 

(Writer of India) 

“ So have I read this wonderful and spirit - thrilling speech, by Krishna and

Prince Arjuna held, discoursing each with each" ;

" So have I writ its wisdom here, its hidden mystery for England ; O our

India ! As dear to me as she" ! ( Edwin Arnold  1893, Page 5  )



  

``The book of Doctrines``, ̀ `The book of virture in work, ̀ `The book of self restraint``



"Find full reward

 of doing right in right ! Let right deeds be

 thy motive, not the fruit that comes from them"

( Edwin Arnold  1893, Page 18)

  

" To his true - seeing eyes -

  Such in the saint !

  And like the ocean, day by day receiving
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  floods from all lands, which never over flows

  Its boundary - line not leaping, and not leaving ;

  Fed by the rivers, but unswelled by those :-

  So is the perfect one ! to his souls ocean

  The world of sense pours streams of witchery

  They leave him, as they find, without commotion

  Taking their tribute, but remaining sea “

( Edwin Arnold  1893, Page 23)

  

" By streas of sence - then is he Yukta - See !

  stead fast a lamp burns sheltered from the wind

  such is the likeness of the yogi’s mind

  shut from sense - storms burning bright to Heaven “

  ( Edwin Arnold  1893, Page 53,54)

 

3.3.3   The Pearls of the Faith :

 Islams Rosary       

  

 

  

(Theo stringed chaplet) 

(String)

       Zikhr 

(Masbahah)   
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" Unto the blessed prophet for If One

  Be buredened with a thousand woes, his work

  Dismisses them and makes the sorrow joy "

  ( Edwin Arnold  1893, Page 56,57)

 

" The likeness of the evil  heart, bestowing

  That men may praise, is as the thin - clad peak,

  Where from the rain washes all soil for growing

  Leaving the hard rock naked, fruitless, bleak"

 ( Edwin Arnold  1893, Page 183)

3.3.4  Light of The World (1890) :

 

  



 



     

 

 

Mangus
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3.3.5  Indian Poetry (Song of songs) :

̀ `The Indian song of songs``  



  

 

 

``Hymn to vishnu`` 

Malava" Sarga the First the sports of Krishna  

Second the penitence of krishna, krishna troubled krishna cheered, the longings of

Krishna, Krishna made bolder, Krishna supposed false, the Rebuking of Krishna,

the end of Krishna trail, Krishna in paradise, the union of Radha and Krishna"

       

(Edwin Arnold  1893, Page 5)

3.3.6. Miscellaneous Oriental Poems :

The Rajpoot wife,  King saladin, The caliph's draught, Hindoo funeral song,

Song at the surpent charmers, Song of the flour mill, Taza ba taza, Musalman

Paradise, Dedication of a poem from the sanskrit, The Raja is ride. 

The great journey, The entry in heven the night of

slaughter, the morning prayer. proverbial wisdom 



 

 

 

" O Radha, Radha ! take this soul, that trembles

  In life's deep midnight, to the golden house "
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  So Nanda spoke and led by Radha's spirit.

(Edwin Arnold 1886, Page 9)

 

 

" Love - the mighty master,

  Lord of all the stars that cluster

  In the sky, swiftest and slowest

  Lord of highest, lord of lowest

  Minifests himself to mortals,

      

 

  "winning them towords the portals

  of his secret house, the gates

  of that bright paradise which waits

  the wise in love . . . . . "

(Edwin Arnold 1886, Page 19)



 

" To yield him up my bosom's maiden splendour,

  And fold him in my fragrance, and braid

  My shining hair for him, and clasp him close

  to the golden heart of his Rose "

(Edwin Arnold 1886, Page 27)

The Rajput wife  
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" I die by fire that I May enjoy with my husband the fesilicities of heaven . .

. . . that pardon may be givento my lords sin's I call upon you guadions of the

eight regions of the world of sun moon, air, of the five, the either, the earth, and

the water, and my own soul,  king of the death and you day, night and twilight !

witness that I die for my beloved by his side upon his funeral pile "  ( Edwin

Arnold 1886, Page 267 )   

   

 

" Two fold is the life we live in fate and will together run, Two wheels bear

lifes charist onward- will it move on only me ?  / Master of himself, and stevnly stead

fast to the right ful way : Very mindful of past service, valiant, faithfully, true of heart

Unto such comes lakshmi smiling comes and will not lightly part".

( Edwin Arnold 1886 , Page 243 )

3.3.7 Indian Idyllys :

         



  



" Who so has tasted the honey - sweet fruit from the stems of the lotus, never

wishes to leave it, and never once longs to go homeward. their would he stay if he

could content, with the eaters of lotus, plucking and eating the lotus forgetting that

he was returing  (Edwin Arnold 1883,Page 6)

The Rev. W.H. Channing whose virtues and

leaning add honour to a name already rendered Illustrious 

 The reading of this Mahabharatha destroys

all sin and produces virtue, So much so, that the pronunciation of a single shloka is
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sufficient to wipe a way much guilt this Mahabharatha conains the history of Gods......

and ascend to heavan after his death.  ( Edwin Arnold 1883 Page 10 )   



 



" From these mighty poems the author well describes these Indian epics,

compared with which homer is modern. he has translated some beautiful and touching

episodic legends and readers of savitri  or  love and death, for example will feel

greatful to him for having revealed to the some what jaded sensibilities of our poets

today such a mine of inexhaustible spiritual fertility and such treasures of emotional

tenderness and maginative freshness and simplicity "  (Edwin Arnold 1883, Page  -

XI)

 Savitrior love and death 

  



" Departed From her neck and arms she stripped

  Jewels and gold, and O'er her radiant form

  folded the robe of bark and yellow cloth

  which hermits use, and all hearts did she gain

  by gentle actions, self government,

  patience and peace the queen had joy of her "

(Edwin Arnold 1883, Page  -XV )

 

" The Raja answared : " Goddess ! for the sake

  Of children I did  bear my heavy vows :

  If thou art well content, grant me, I pray

  Fair babes, continuers of my royal line ;
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  This is the boon I choose, O beying law ;

  For say the holy seers the first great law

  Is that a man leave seed "

  (Edwin Arnold 1883,Page  -III  )

 

 

  

 

" But, gazing on her gracess, scantly clad

 With half a cloth, those smooth ful sides those breasts / Beauteously

swelling, from of faultless mould

Sweet youthful face, fair as the moon at full

And dark eyes by longh curving lashes swept "

  (Edwin Arnold 1883,Page  -84 )

 

" So that unmet, unknowing, unseen - in each for each

  A tender thought and longing grew up from seed of speech

  And love (thou son of  kunthi) those gently hearts did reach"

  (Edwin Arnold 1883,Page  -41 )

 " Glared on her  Splendidly in visible

    In weakness, loftily defying force

    A living flame of lighted chastity"

(Edwin Arnold 1883,Page  -85 )

 " Bright- browed, long-tressed large - hipped, full bosomed, fair

    With pearly teeth and honeyed mouth in gait

    Right queenly still having those long, black eyes "

(Edwin Arnold 1883,Page  -96)
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" That like to rati's own, the queen of love

   Beam, each a love lit star, filling the worlds

   with longing. ah ! fair lotus - flowers plucked up . . . "   

 (Edwin Arnold 1883,Page  -125)

 " The Saints temptation " 

 

 

" Once more she clasped her soft brown arms

  About him, and with eyes fixed on his eyes

  withdrew ; having enkindled passion's flame,

  where only fires of scrifice had burned"

(Edwin Arnold 1883,Page  -214)

3.3.8  The Birth of Death :



 

  



 

" I Pray thee rather give me leave to live

  In holy silences and pains and prayers

  this boon I crave, grearte  father  grant the boon ;

  And I, thy child, will go to dhenuka"

(Edwin Arnold 1883,Page  -229)

 

" Mrityu ! thou art created unto this

  To make an end of all that lives. Go child !
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  Make them to end, each at his time ; spare none !

  Such is my will, and never other wise,

  Thou shalt be blameless, doing Brahma's will "

  (Edwin Arnold 1883,Page  -231)

   

3.3.9. : The Night of Slaughter    

chiefs

 

" So did the son of Drona steel his soul

  To break upon the sleeping pandu chiefs

  And slay them in the darkness. "

(Edwin Arnold 1883, Page  -243)

3.3.10. : The Great Journey 

  

" And Kunti's son, the great Arjuna, Said ;

  Let us go forth to die ! Time slayeth all ;

  We will find Death, who seeketh other men;

  And Bhimasena, hearing awered ; Yea !

(Edwin Arnold 1883,Page  -245)

 

" And glittering bow then led by Agni's light

  lnto the south they turned, and so south west,

  And after wards right west, until they saw

  Dwaraka, washed and bounded by a main

  Loud - thundering on its  shores : and here - O - Best."

(Edwin Arnold 1883,Page  -252)
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3.3.11.  The Entry in to Heaven   

 

   

3.3.12.  Secret of Death  

`Kate` 

 The secret of Death Hero and leander, The epic

of the lion, Neneia, The Rajpoot wife,  The caliph's daught,  Start ford pilgrims,

Vernier, King saladin, The Rajah's Ride,  A bihari mill song, To a sleeping lady,  To

stella,  He and she On a dead lady, The three students, On the Death of the Princess

Alice,  The four crowns. A Duet, The Altar of pity, Dante and his verse, Lydia, The

twelve months, A dedication, Translations from the greek   

 

The secret of death  

Moota - Moola 

 





``True ! the sense is so !

And Yama coming home, and seeing there

Young Nachiketas, all unhonoured, saith ;

Tisiro Ratriryadavatsir Grihe -  read !

 

" Three days and nights, Oh, Brahman ! tarriedest thou

  None bringing thee, who art a noble guest

  Food and foot water ! there fore how to thee
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  Repentant salutations ! and to me

  For giveness for this sin ! But ere thou diest

  Ask me three boons, for each pastnight one boon "

" Then Nachiketas said ; that Gautama

  Be cant orted ; and restful in his mind ;

  Thinking fair thoughts of me, who die for him

  This of thy three boons, Yama ! First I ask "

  Answered the god of Death ; this boom I grant

  (Edwin Arnold 1885 Page  -  12 )



(Valli)Hero and leader 

The epic of the lion   



 

3.3.13.  Lotus and Jewel :

In An Indian Temple " A casket of gems, A Queen Revenge

with other poems " In an Indian Temple 

  

 

A Casket of Gems 

    My Lady praise  

 ‘FANNY MARIA A  DELAIDE’  

"Casket of Gems"    

           

 From the Sanskrit  
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" For lovely is the flower of chastity,

  Lasting  its  fragrance, and its  fruit more fair,

  than chance fruits borne on boughs whence all my pluck "

(Edwin Arnold 1887 ,  Page  -  27 )

 





" Oh and full well I know what happy hear this

  Are here in India, and what stainless wives

  Live their sweet lives and die their gentle deaths

  under your suns."

(Edwin Arnold, 1887, Page  -  28 )



" Life is not life, If we must live thinking of love’s last day ;

  Oh, never come, my love and life ! or never go away “

  (Edwin Arnold, 1887, Page  -  50)

 

" India ! farewell ! I shall not see again

They shining shores, thy people of the sun

Gentle, soft mannered, by a kind word won

To such quick kindness ! Oe’r the Arab main

Our flying flag streams back and back ward stream

My thoughts to those fair open fields I love

City and village, maidan, jungle, grove

The temples and the rivers ! must it seem
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Too great for one man’s heart to say it holds

So many many Indian Sisters dear,

So many Indian brothers that it folds

Lakhs of true friends in parting ? Nay ! but there

Lingers my heart leave taking ; and it roves

From hut to hut whispering he knows and loves ! "

(Edwin Arnold, 1887, Page  - 173 )

 

   

 

" How wilt thou dwell

  Dear Draupadi ! whose life

  Was glad with garlands, fragrant with fine airs

  Dainty with gems and flowers and golden cloths ? "

(Edwin Arnold, 1887, Page  -  224)

 

 

3.3.14 After Death in Arabia :

 







3.3.15  Poems, Narrative and Lyrical :

Frances,

Countess dowager waldegrave
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The Marriage  

 

" The light plume dances

   The proud steed prances

  Gaily a long the good show advances ;

  With mantle untied

  And cap at his side "

 The Stranger is preesing to reach the bride "

(Edwin Arnold 1887, Page  -  10 )

   

3.3.16  "Potiphar's wife and other poems" :

   

  

       

       

   

      

  

    

" In memphis, underneath the palms of Nile,

  The lady Asenath a house did build

  For love of Hebrew Yu suf ; who erewhile

  With flame unquenchable her breast had filled ,

  The treasures of prince It fir stablished it
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  A summer palace for her fancies fit."

(Edwin Arnold 1892, Page  -  3 )

 

3.3.17  " Selected poems National and Non - Oriental " :

    

  

 

 

  

         

   

            

      

        

             

   

" Tis well that in all homes,

  when they sweet story comes,

  And brove eyes fill - that plesant sounds be heard

  Oh voice ! in night of fear

  As night's bird, soft to hear

  oh great heart ! raised like city on a hill

  oh watcher ! worn and pale

  Good florence Nightingle.

(Edwin Arnold 1892, Page 15  )
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  A fare well  

" To four score years my years have come ;

  At such an age to shuffle home

  Fulltime it seems to be,

  So how without regret, I go

  Gaily my packing up I do

  Bon soir, la comapgnie !

  When no more in this world I do well

  Where I shall live I can't quite tell

  Dear God ! be that with thee ! n+³Ö e]’+#�sÁT.

(Edwin Arnold 1892, Page 365)

3.3.18  The Book of Good Counsels :

   

The Winning of Friends   

The Parting of Friends 

WARPeace

 

3.3.19  The Tenth Muse and Other Poems :

 The Tenth Muse and Other Poems   

Her Royal highness of Duchess of York` 

The Tenth Muse   

     

    (Love) 
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  Zeus



The Tenth Muse



 

" High muses ! be not slow

  Her rights to know

  who comes to sit on the pierian Hill

  Turning your nine to ten ;

  For born, albeit of men

  She by high emprise, is Goddess still

  The tenth muse treads to day

  This lofty way

  Not less than ye of Heaven -  divine no less

  Room ! ye who proudly dwell

  Here on the asphodel !

  your youngest sister great the  modern press,

(Edwin Arnold 1895, Page 7 )

`The passing of Muhmnud` 



  



3.3.20  Japanica :
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 Musmee

 

  

  

  

              

    

 

  



3.3.21 Wandering words :



 

Ben Boothy by 
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J.M An earthy

paradise, watching the stars, An adventure on the Nile, In the Holy land. Indian

prince at home, love and marriage in japan, at Indian Christmas time, A lucky

news paper, Days at sea  tent life   

 

" To see popular gatherings alive and brilliant with happy colour and to find

the lost repose and delightfulness of daily life extant, and visible, and placidly prized.

one must wander today among Indian cities and enter the precinets of the temples

of their gods and the courts of the Hindu princes. "  (Edwin Arnold 1894, Page 97 )



 





3.3.22  " India Revisited ":



  

      "On the queen's Highway, the

mediterranean, the canal and the red sea, perim to Bombay, New Bombay, the

ghauts and poona, NautchDancess, Plays and jewels, A model Native state, Agra

and the Taj, ceylon and the Buddhists, the south country and ooty' Hyderabad of

the Nizam"  

New Bombay   



" This satute of colossal size, is never theless very delicately cut and the limbs

and features possess and almost tender beauty, But the right half of the deity from

head to foot is male  and the left moiety female on one side of the figure are the
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knoted  hair, the breast, the limbs of a good - like man ; on the other the smooth and

braided tresses, the swelling bosom the rounded contour at a goddess " (Edwin

arnold 1886 Page 66)  

 

" Every where on plinth and abacus, frieze and entablature appears the

same lavish welth of work fancy : for it is characteristic of the Hindu art. which the

moslem also in this respect adopted, to leave no naked places in the stone " (Edwin

Arnold 1894, Page 122 )   

" The Kuteb Mirar Lifts its lofty beauty to the sky, a pillar of fluted

  Masonry two hundred and forty feet high " 

(Edwin Arnold 1894, Page 183  )

  

" When the full glory of this snow-white wondor comes into sight. One can no more

stay to criticize its details than to analyse a beautiful face suddenly seen. Admiration,

delight astonishment blend in the absorbed thought with a feeling that human

affection never struggled more ardently, passionately, and triumphantly against

the ablivion of death." that tender elegy in marbles which by its beauty has

made immortal the loveliness that it commemorates "  (Edwin Arnold 1894, Page

209 )  

" Each gopuram looks like a mountain of bright and shifting hues in the endless

detail of which the astonished vision becomes lost . . . .  Imagine four of these carved

and decorated pyramidal pagodas. Each equally colosal and multi - coloured with

fine minor ones clustering near, any one of which would singly make a town

remarkable !"  (Edwin Arnold 1894,Page 291 )
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The Poets of Greece (1869) 

Cassel, Petter and galpin   

  The cyclic poets

 the elegiac poets the lyrical poets, Ionian, Dorian, the later orphic poets

the other poets of and after the age of perieles, the Alexandrions the sicilians, poets

of the decline  
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The Scripture of the Saviour of the World,

Lord Buddha -- Prince Siddártha styled on earth --

In Earth and Heavens and Hells Incomparable,

All-honored, Wisest, Best, most Pitiful;

The Teacher of Nirvana and the Law.”

(Edwin Arnold 1949, Page 9)

      

  







    

 

“Below the highest sphere four Regents sit

Who rule our world, and under them are zones
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Nearer, but high, where saintliest spirits dead

Wait thrice ten thousand years, then Eve again;

And on Lord Buddha, waiting in that sky,

Came for our sakes the five sure signs of birth

So that the Devas knew the signs, and said

"Buddha will go again to help the World."

"Yea!" spake He, "now I go to help the World

This last of many times; for birth and death

End hence for me and those who learn my Law.

I will go down among the Sâkyas,

Under the southward snows of Himalay,

Where pious people live and a just King."

(Edwin Arnold 1949, Page 9)
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“Dreamed a strange dream; dreamed that a star from heaven --

Splendid, six-rayed, in color rosy-pearl,

Whereof the token was an Elephant

Six-tusked and whiter as milk of kamadhuk

Shot through the void and, shining into her,

Entered her womb upon the right. Awaked,

Bliss beyond mortal mother's filled her breast,

And over half the earth a lovely light

Forewent the morn. The strong hills shook; the waves

Sank lulled; all flowers that blow by day came forth

As 'twere high noon; down to the farthest hells

Passed the Queen's joy, as when warm sunshine thrills

Wood-glooms to gold, and into all the deeps

A tender whisper pierced. "Oh ye," it said,

"The dead that are to live, the live who die,

Uprise, and hear, and hope! Buddha is come!"

Whereat in Limbos numberless much peace

Spread, and the world's heart throbbed, and a wind blew

With unknown freshness over lands and seas.”

(Edwin Arnold 1949, Page 10)

     Rosy Pearl    



 White as milk at Kamadhuk  

  

‘ Bliss beyond mortal mother's filled her breast, ’

(Edwin Arnold 1949, Page 10)
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 (Mortal Mothers)



 



   



      



    



 









  The Dead that are to live, the live who die 



   





 

Profiting all            
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“But when they brought the painted palanquin

To fetch him home, the bearers of the poles

Were the four Regents of the Earth, come down

From Mount Sumeru -- they who write men's deeds

On brazen plates -- the Angel of the East,

Whose hosts are clad in silver robes, and bear

Targets of pearl: the Angel of the South,

Whose horsemen, the Kumbhandas, ride blue steeds,

With sapphire shields: the Angel of the West,

By Nâgas followed, riding steeds blood-red,

With coral shields: the Angel of the North,

Environed by his Yakshas, all in gold,

On yellow horses, bearing shields of gold.

These, with their pomp invisible, came down

And took the poles, in caste and outward garb

Like bearers, yet most mighty gods; and gods

Walked free with men that day, though men knew not:

For Heaven was filled with gladness for Earth's sake,

Knowing Lord Buddha thus was come again.

(Edwin Arnold 1949, Page 11)
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Queen Maya stood at noon, her days fulfilled,

Under a Palsa in the Palace-grounds,

A stately trunk, straight as a temple-shaft,

With crown of glossy leaves and fragrant blooms;

And, knowing the time come -- for all things knew --

The conscious tree bent down its boughs to make

A bower about Queen Maya's majesty,”

........................................................”

(Edwin Arnold 1949, Page 10)
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 " But King Suddhodana wist not of this ;

    The portents troubled, till his dream readers

   Augured a Prince of earthly dominance

   A Chakravartin, such as rise to rule

   Once in each thousand years; seven gifts he has

   The Chakraratna, disc divine ; the gem

   The horse, the Aswa - ratna, that proud steed

   Which tramps the clouds ; a snow - white elephant,

   The Hasti - ratna, born to bear his king

   The crafty Minister, the General "

   In con quered and teh wife of peerless grace

   The Stri-ratna, love lier than the Dawn”.

(Edwin Arnold 1949, Page 11),



 

 

Wheel Tresure
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 " The King gave order that his town should keep

    High festival ; there. fore the ways were swept

   Rose - odoues sprinkled in the street, the trees

   Were hung with lamps and flags, while merry crowds

   Gaped on the sword - players, and posturers,

   The nautch - girls in theire spangled skirts and bells

  ............................... Wrapped in skins of bear and dear".

(Edwin Arnold 1949, Page 12)
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“A grey haired Saint Asita, one whose ears

Long closed to earthly things, Caught heavenly sounds,

And heard at prayers beneath his peepul - tree

The Devas singing songs at Buddha’s Birth.”

(Edwin Arnold 1949, Page 12)

" A grey haired saint Asita"  
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" Henceforth art grown too sacred for more woe

   And life is woe, therefore in seven days

  Painless thou shalt attain the close of pain"

(Edwin Arnold 1949, Page 13)
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" Which fell : for on the seventh evening

   Queen Maya smiling slept, and waked no more

   Passing content to " Traystrinshas" - Heaven

   Where countless Deva worship her and wait

   Attendant on that radiant Mother head "

(Edwin Arnold 1949, Page 13)



 

" But for the Babe they found a foster - nurse,

   Princess Mahaprajapathi - her breast

   Nourished with noble milk the lips of Him

   Who se lips comfort the Worlds "

(Edwin Arnold 1949, Page 13)
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" All that a Prince should learn for still he shunned

  The too vast presage of those miracles

  The glories and the suffering of a Buddh "

(Edwin Arnold 1949, Page 13)
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" Thus Viswamitra came and heard commands

  And, on a day found fortunate, the Prince

  Took up his slate of ox-red sandal - wood,

  All beautified by gems around the rim ,

  And sprinkled smooth with dust of emery,

  These took he, and his writing stick, and stood

  With eyes bent down before the Sage, who said,

  "Child, write this Scripture,"  speak slow the verse

  Gayatri named, which only High born hear :-

 “Om tatsaviturvarenyam

 Bhargo devasya dhimahi

 Dhiyo yo na prachodayat "

(Edwin Arnold 1949, Page 14)





  







 

" Not in one script, but many characters -

  The sacred verse, Nagri and Dakshin, Ni,
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  Mangal , Parusha, Yava, Tirthi, UK,

  Darad, Sikyani, Mana, Madhyachar,"

(Edwin Arnold 1949, Page 144)

  





" The pictured writings and the speech of signs,

   Tokens of cave-men and the sea people

   Of those who worship snakes beneath the earth,

   And those who flame adore and the Sun's orb,

   The Maginas and the dwellers on the mounds;

   Of all the nations all strange scripts he traced

   One after other with his writing - stick

   Reading the masters verse in every tongue

  And Viswamitra said, it is enough

  Let us to numbers "

(Edwin Arnold 1949, Page 15)







 

 





" After him the child

  Named the digits, decades, centuries, nor paused,

  The round Lakh reached, but softly murmured on
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  Then comes the koti, nahut, ninahut,

   Khamba, viskhamba, abab, attata,

  To kumuds, gundikas, and utpalas,

   By pundarikas unto padumas,

   Which last is how you count the utmost grains "

(Edwin Arnold 1949, Page 15)



Koti - Katha



" Sarvanikchepa, by the which you deal

  With all the sands of Ten Crore Gungas, If one seeks

   More comprehensive scale, the arithmic mounts

  By the Asankya, which is the tale

  Of all the drops that in ten thousand years

  Would fall on the worlds by daily rain ;

  Thence unto Maha Kalpas by the which

  The Gods Compute their future and their past "

(Edwin Arnold 1949, Page 16)

       





" Humbly the boy replied, Acharya ! "

  Be pleased to hear me Paramanus ten

  A parasukshma make ; ten of those build

  The trasarene, and seven trasarenes

  One motes length floating in the beam, seven motes

  The whisker point of mouse, and ten of these
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  One likya ; likhyas ten a yuka, ten

  Yukas a heat of barley, which is held

Seven times a was P-Waist. So unto the grain.

(Edwin Arnold 1949, Page 16)





 

 

   

 

Breathgow





" Prostrate before the boy ;  “for thou,”  he cried,

  Art Teacher of they teachers - thou  not I

  Art Guru  Oh I worship thee, Sweet Prince!

  That camest to my school only to show

  Thou knowest all without the books, and know'st

  Fair reverence besides "

(Edwin Arnold 1949, Page 17)
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" In the Royal garden on a day of spring

  A flock of wild swans passed, Voyaging north

  To their nest placess on Himalaya breast.

  Calling in love notes down their snowy line

  The bright birds flew, by fond love piloted ;

  And Devadatta, cousin of the Prince

  Pointed his bow, and loosed a wilful shaft

  Which found the wide wing of the foremost swan

  Broad - Spread to glide upon the free blue road

  So that it fell, the bitter arrow fixed,

  Bright scarlet blood - gouts staining the pure plumes.

  Which seeing,  Prince Siddartha took the bird

  Tenderly up, rested it in his lap -

  Sitting with knees crossed , as lord Buddha sits -
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 And, soothing with a touch the  wild things fright ............................”.

(Edwin Arnold 1949, Page 18)

 





         



 

 

 

" Then some one came who said " My Prince hath shot

  A swan, which fell among the roses here

  He bids me pray you send it. Will you send ?”

  " Nay", quoth Siddhartha, ' if  the bird were dead

  To send it to the slayer might be well,

 But the Swan lives, my cousin hath but killed

The God-like speed which throbbed in this white wing.”

(Edwin Arnold 1949, Page 18)



 

 

  

 

" .............................. Then our lord

  Laid the swans neck besides his own smooth cheek

  And gravely spake, Say no ! the bird is mine

  The first of myraid things which shall be mine
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  By right of mercy and love's lord liness

.....................................................”

(Edwin Arnold 1949, Page 18)

 







 



 ( unknown priest)

" If life be aught, the saviour of a life

  Owns more the living thing than he can own

  Who sought to slay - the slayer spoils and wastes

  . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . "

(Edwin Arnold 1949, Page 19)

 









" And some one saw a hooded snake glide forth

  The god come oft times thus !  So our Lord Buddha

Began his works of Mercy. ”

(Edwin Arnold 1949, Page 19)
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“Sweet son ! and see the pleasaunce of the spring,

And how the fruitful earth is wooed to yield

Its riches to the reaper ; how my relam -
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Which shall be thine when the pile flames for me -

Feeds all its mouths and keeps the Kings chest filled

Fairs is the season with new leaves, bright blooms,

Green grass, and cries of plough - time So they rode

In to a lane of wells and gardens, where  -

All up and down the rich red loan, the strees

Stained their strong shoulders in the creaking yoke.”

(Edwin Arnold 1949, Page 19)





 







 

      



 

 “The thorns which grow upon this rose of life;

  How the swart peasant sweated for his wage,

  Toiling for leave to live ; and how he urged

  The great  - eyed oxen through the flaming hours,

  Goading their velvet flanks ; then marked he too,

  How lizard fed an ant, and snake on him

  And kit on both ; and how the fish hawk robbed

 The fish tiger of that which it had seized ;”

(Edwin Arnold 1949, Page 20)
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" Three stately houses one of hewn square beams

  With  cedarlining warm for winter days;

 One of veined marbles,  Cool for summer heat,

 And one of burned bricks, with blue tiles bedecked

 pleasant at seed - time, when champaks bud -

 Subha, Suramma, Ramma were their names.

 Delicious gardens round about them bloomed,

 Streams wandered wild and musky  thickets stretched.

(Edwin Arnold 1879, Page -23)
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" This boy more dear to me than mine heart's blood,

  Shall be of universal dominance
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  Trampling the neck of all his enemies

  A King of kings - and this is in my heart;

  Or he shall tread the sad and lowly path

  Of self denial and of pious pains. "

 (Edwin Arnold  1879, Page -23)



 

 





 

 



 

 

 

" ..... ..... Maharaja ! love

  Will cure these thin distempers ; weave the spell

  Of woman's wiles about his idle heart.

  What knows this noble boy of beauty yet,

  Eyes that make heaven forgot, and lips of balm ?

  Find him soft wives and pretty play fellows ;

  The thoughts ye connot stay with brazen chains

  A girls hair lightly binds "

(Edwin Arnold 1949, Page -24)
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" This do my King ! Command a festival
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  Where the realms  maids shall be competitors

  In youth and grace, and sports that Sakyas use

  Let the Prince give the prizes to the fair

And when the lovely viotors pass his seat

There shall be those who mark if one or two

Change the fixed sadness of his tender cheek,

 So we may choose for love with loves own eyes

And cheat Highness in to happyness. “

(Edwin Arnold (1949)  - Page -24)
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" Eye lashes lustred with the soorma - stick,

  Fresh - bathed and sented all in - shawls and cloths

  Of gayest ; slender hands and feet new stained

  With crimson and the tilka - sports stamped bright,

  Fair shows it was of all those Indian Girls. ".

  (Edwin Arnold 1879, Page -25)

 

 



 " ...  ...... Each maid took

   With down each  dropped lids her gift  afraid to gaze

    And if the people hailed some lovelier one

    Trembling of favour so divine he seemed

    So high and saint like and above her world "

(Edwin Arnold 1879, Page -25)
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 " Was  ending and the prizes spent when last

   Came young Yasodara, and they that stood

   Nearest Siddhartha saw the princely boy

   Start, as the radiant girl approached,  A form

   Of heavely mould ; agait like Parvatis

   Eye like a hind's love time, face of fair

   Words cannot paint its spell, and she alone

" Gazedfull - folding her palms across her breasts

   On the boys gaze, her stately neck unbent.

   " Is there A gift for me ?  she asked and smiled

    " The gifts are gone the Prince replied " yet take

    This for amends  dear sister of whose grace
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   Our happy city boasts; there with he loosed

   The emerald neeklet from his throat, and clasped

   Its green beads round her dark and silk - soft waist

  And their eyes mixed and from look sprang  love "

   - - - - - - - - - - - - - - "

   (Edwin Arnold 1949, Page -  25,  26 )
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 " Long after - when enlightenment was full -

   Lord Buddha - being prayed why thus his heart

   Took fire at first glance of the Sakya girl,

   A swered, We were not strangers, as to us

   And all it seemed : in ages long gone by

   A hunters's son, playing with forest girls

   By Yamuna's spring, where Nandadevi stands

   State umpire while they raced beneath the firs

   Like hares at eve that run their playful rings - - - - - - - - - - - "

   Lo ! as hid seed shoots after rainless years,

   So good and evil, pains and pleasures, hates

   And loves, and all dead deeds, came forth again

   Bearing bright leaves or dark, sweet fruit or sour

   Thus I was he and she Yasodhara ;

   And while the wheel of birth and death turns round,

   That which hath been must be between us two "

  (Edwin Arnold  1949, Page -    26)
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" Let messengers be sent to ask the maid

   In marriage of my son " but it was law

   With Sakyas, when any asked a maid

   Of noble house, fair and desirable
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   He must make good his skill in martial Arts

   Against all suitors who should challenge it

   Nor might this custom break itself for kings

   Therefore her father spake "

(Edwin Arnold  1949, Page -  27 )
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" Amid her kins folk, carried as a bride,

  With music, and with litters gaily dight,

  And gold - hornered Oxen, Flower Caparisoned.

  Whom Devadatta claimed, of royal line,

  And Nanda and Arjuna, noble both,

  The flower of all youths there, till the Prince came

  Riding his white horse Kantaka,which neighed,

  Astonished at this great strange world without."

( Edwin Arnold  1949, Page -    28 )





 





  " He is not worthy of this pearl

   Who is not worthiest ; let my rivals prove

   If, I have dared too much in seeking her. "

 (Edwin Arnold 1949, Page -    28  )
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   Cave temple of India  

" Kept in the temple since we know not when,

  Which none can string, nor draw if it be strung"

  "Fetch me",  he cried, " that weapon of a man ! "

  They brought the ancient bow, wrongh of black steel,

  Laid with gold tendrils on its branching curves,

(Edwin Arnold 1949   - Page -    29 )





 

   

  



 

 

 

"  High meltted nobly - bred, and three times scoured

   Around the maidan white Kantaka

  Left even the fletest for behind so swift,
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  That are the foam fell from his mouth earth

  Twenty spear lengths he flew ; but Nanda said,

  We to might win with such as Kantaka

  Bring an unbroken horse and let men see'

 (Edwin Arnold 1949, Page -    30)



   



  





 





 

  " Strive no more, for siddartha is the

best" 



" And Suprabuddha, father of the maid,

  Said It was in our hearts to find thee best,

  Being dearest, yet what magic taught thee more

  Of manhood mid thy rose - bowers and thy dreams

 Than war chase world's work bring to these ?

  But wear fair Prince, the treasure thou has won,

  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - "

(Edwin Arnold 1949, Page -   31  )
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 (Morga

Flowers) 



    





" Long after enlightenment was come

  They prayed  Lord Buddha touching all and why

  She  wore this black and gold, and stepped so proud"

  And the world - honoured aswered, Unto me

  This was unknown, albeit it seemed half known ;

  For while the wheel of birth and death turns round,

  Past things and thoughts, and buried lives come back"

( Edwin Arnold 1949 - Page -   31, 32 )



" ....   .......  My riad rains ago

  What time I roamed Himala's hanging woods

  A tiger, with my striped and hungry kind;

  I who am Buddh, couched in the Kusagrass

  Gazing with green blinked eyes upon the herds

  Which pastured near and nearer to their death

  Round my day - lair ; or underneath the stars

  I romed for prey, savage, insatiable
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  Shiffing the paths for track of man deer

(Edwin Arnold 1949, Page -   32)

 

       









 



       





   



 



   

 

"  A Willing spoil and   When the stars were good

  Mesha, the Red Ram, being Lord of heaven -

  The marriage feast was kept, as sakyas use,

  The golden gadi set, the carpet spread

  The wedding garlands hung, the arm threads tied,

  The sweet cake broke, the rice and attar thrown.
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  The two straws floated on the reddended milk,

  Which, coming close, betokened " love till death;"

(Edwin Arnold 1949, Page -   32 )

  

 



 

  

 



 

 

         

 



Honey moon       
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" . . . . . . . .   Yet not to love

Alone trusted the King ; loves prison - house

Stately and beautiful he bade them build,
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So that in all the earth no marvel was

Like Vishramvan, the Princes pleasure - place,"

 (Edwin Arnold 1949, Page -   33  )

     







      

 

" Infinite wonderfull - whose up lands vast

  And lifted Universe of crest and crag,

  Shoulder and shelf, green slope and icy horn,

  Riven, ravine, and splintered presipice "

(Edwin Arnold 1949,  Page -   33  )







 

 

" The builders set the bright pavilion up

  Fair - planted on the terraced hill, with towers

  On either flank and pillared cloisters round.

  Its beams were carved with stories of old time

  Radha and Krishna and the sylvam girls

  Sita and Hanuman and Draupadi;

  And on the middle porch God Ganesh,
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  With disc and hook to bring wisdom and wealth

  Propitious sate, wethering his side long trunk "

 (Edwin Arnold 1949,  Page -   34 )

   

 

 







 

 

 

" Beyond the richness of those hundred halls

  A secret chamber lurked, where skill had spent

  All lovely fantasies to lull the mind -

  The entrance of it was a cloistered square -

  Roofed by the sky and in the midst a tank

  Of milky marble built, and laid with slabs

  Of milky - white marble, bordered round the tank

  And on the steps, and all along the frieze

  With tended in laid work of a gate stones ."

( Edwin Arnold 1949  Light of Asia - Page -   35  )
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“Save as when sleepers roam dim seas in dreams,

And land a wearied on the shores of day.

Bringing strange merchandise from that black voyage.

Thus off times when he lay with gentle head

Lulled on the dark breasts of Yasodhara,

Her fond hands fanning slow his sleeping lids,

He would startup and cry, ”My world! oh world!

I hear! I know! I come!” And she would ask

What ails my Lord?” with large eyes terror-struck;

For at such time the pity in his look

Was awful, and his visage like a god’s ”.

(Edwin Arnold 1879, Page No 38)
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   Dim seas    



 “ Dark Breasts ”  

 

 “My World ! Oh my World. I hear, I know, I come............”



  



 “ ...................... Siddhardha heard the dears play ” 
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“we are the voices of the wandering wind,

Which moan for rest and rest can never find;

Lo! as the wind is so is Mortal life,

A moan, a sigh, a sob, a storm, a strife.

...........................................................

.........................................................”.

    (Edwin Arnold 1879, Page no 38)
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“But thou that are to save, thine hour is nigh!

The sad world waiteth  in its misery,

The blind world stumbelth on its round of pain;

Rise, Maya’s child! Wake! slumber not again!

We are the voices of the wandering wind;

Wander thou, too, O prince, thy rest to find;

Leave love for love of lovers, for woe’s sake

Quite state for sorrow, and deliverable make.

So sigh we, passing o’er the silver strings,

To thee who know’st not yet of earthly things;

So say we; mocking, as we pass away,

These lovely shadows wherewith thou dost play.

(Edwin Arnold 1879, Page no 39 )
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   Mrs Manning’s ancient and Medavid India, Vol.II   

Edwin Arnold 1869 Page XIX) 

“With breaks of music when her rich voice dropped.

An ancient tale to speed the hour of dusk
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Of love, and of a magic horse, and lands

Wonderful, distant, where pale people dwelled

And where the sun at night sank in to seas.

Then spake he sighing “Chitra brings me back”

The winds song in the strings with that fail tale

(Edwin Arnold 1879, Page 40)
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“ Tell me what lives beyond our brazen gates?” (Page No 41)    



“……………….. The city first, fair prince!

The temples and the gardens, and the groves,

And then the fields, and afterwards fresh fields,

With nullahs maidans, Jungles, koss on koss

And next king Bimbasaras reach and then

The vast flat world, with crores on crores of folk”

“Good,” said siddartha let the word be sent

That channa yoke my chariot –at noon

Tomarrow I shall ride and see beyond

( Edwin Arnold 1879, Page No 41 )
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»»My city deck itself, so there be met

No noisome sight; and let none blind or maimed,

None that is sick or stricken deep in years,

No leper, and no feeble folk come forth."

Therefore the stones were swept, and up and down

The water-carriers sprinkled all the streets

From spirting skins, the housewives scattered fresh

Red powder on their thresholds, strung new wreaths,

And trimmed the tulsi-bush before their doors.

The paintings on the walls were heightened up

With liberal brush, the trees set thick with flags,

The idols gilded; in the four-went ways

Suryadeva and the great gods shone

‘Mid shrines of leaves; so that the city seemed

A capital of some enchanted land.

(Edwin Arnold 1879, Page -41)
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“Enough to make our city full of smiles !”

 

“Drive Channa! through the gates, and let me see

More of this gracious world I have not known”.

(Edwin Arnold 1879, Page -42)



 

“

All Crying jai ! Jai ! for our noble prince! ”  Cry   

 



  

 

 



“The parting of our Lord -- which was to be --
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Whereby came wailing in the Golden Home,

Woe to the King and sorrow o'er the land,

But for all flesh deliverance, and that Law

Which -- whoso hears -- the same shall make him free.

Softly the Indian night sinks on the plains

At full moon in the month of Chaitra Shud,

When mangoes redden and the asôka buds

Sweeten the breeze, and Rama's birthday comes,

And all the fields are glad and all the towns.

Softly that night fell over Vishramvan,

Fragrant with blooms and jewelled thick with stars,

And cool with mountain airs sighing adown

From snow-flats on Himâla high-outspread;

For the moon swung above the eastern peaks,

......................................................................”

(Edwin Arnold 1949, Page No 56)
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Lamps of chased silver swinging from the roof

In silver chains, and fed with perfumed oils,

Made with the moonbeams tender lights and shades,

Whereby were seen the perfect lines of grace,

The bosom’s placid heave, the soft stained palms

Drooping or clasped, the faces fair and dark,

The great arched brows, the parted lips, the teeth

Like pearls a merchant picks to make a string,

The satin-lidded eyes, with lashes dropped

Sweeping the delicate cheeks, the rounded wrists,

The smooth small feet with bells and bangles decked,

Tinkling low music where some sleeper moved,

....................................................................................

Her veena by her cheek, and in its strings

...................................................................................

....................................................................................”

(Edwin Arnold 1949, Page No 57)
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“ The chuddar fallen to her waist, her brow

Laid in both palms, the lovely Princess leaned

With heaving bosom and fast falling tears.

Thrice with her lips she touched Siddârtha’s hand,

And at the third kiss moaned, “Awake, my Lord!

Give me the comfort of thy speech!” Then he —

”What is it with thee, O my life?” but still

She moaned anew before the words would come;

Then spake, “Alas, my Prince! I sank to sleep

Most happy, for the babe I bear of thee

Quickened this eve, and at my heart there beat

That double pulse of life and joy and love

Whose happy music lulled me, but — aho! —

Is slumber I beheld three sights of dread,

with thought where of my heart is throbbing yet.”

(Edwin Arnold 1949, Page - 59)

 



  

  







“ I saw a white bull with wide branching horns,
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A lord of pastures, pacing through the streets,

Bearing upon his front a gem which shone

As if some star had dropped to glitter there,

Or like the kantha-stone the great Snake keeps

To make bright daylight underneath the earth.

......................................................................”

(Edwin Arnold 1949, Page 60)

  







 

 

 

            



 

“ The next strange dream was this: Four Presences

Splendid, with shining eyes, so beautiful

They seemed the Regents of the Earth who dwell

On Mount Sumeru, lighting from the sky

With retinue of countless heavenly ones,

Swift swept unto our city, where I saw

The golden flag of Indra on the gate

Flutter and fall; ..........................................

....................................................................”.

(Edwin Arnold 1949, Page 60)
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“ ....................... The time is nigh! the time is nigh!’

Thereat the third dream came; for when I sought

Thy side, sweet Lord! ah, on our bed there lay

An unpressed pillow and an empty robe —

Nothing of thee but those! — nothing of thee,

Who art my life and light, my king, my world!

And sleeping still I rose, and sleeping saw

Thy belt of pearls, tied here below my breasts,

Change to a stinging snake; my ankle-rings

Fall off, my golden bangles part and fall;

The jasmines in my hair wither to dust;

...............................................................

......................................................................”.

(Edwin Arnold 1949, Page 61)
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“ Siddârtha bent upon his weeping wife.

“Comfort thee, dear!” he said, “if comfort lives

In changeless love; for though thy dreams may be

Shadows of things to come, and though the gods

Are shaken in their seats, and though the world

Stands nigh, perchance, to know some way of help,

Yet, whatsoever fall to thee and me,

Be sure I loved and love Yasôdhara.

Thou knowest how I muse these many moons,

Seeking to save the sad earth I have seen;

.....................................................................”

(Edwin Arnold 1949, Page 61)
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“Too little, seeing love’s strong self is weak -

Yet kiss me on the mouth, and drink these words,

From heart to heart therewith, that thou mayst know -

What others will not - that I loved thee most

Because I loved so well all living souls.”

(Edwin Arnold 1949, Page No 62)
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“ What have they wrought to help their worshippers?

How hath it steaded man to pray, and pay

Tithes of the corn and oil, to chant the charms,

To slay the shrieking sacrifice, to rear

The stately fane, to feed the priests, and call

On Vishnu, Shiva, Surya, who save
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None — not the worthiest — from the griefs that teach

Those litanies of flattery and fear

Ascending day by day, like wasted smoke?

....................................................................”

(Edwin Arnold 1949, Page 64)





 

 

 



 “  From

a Sculptured which in the temple at Barolli”. (Edwin Arnold 1885 the

Light of Asia Page 78) (See Todd’s Rajasthan, Vol. II. Page 707)

  

 



  

 

“ If such a one, having so much to give,

Gave all, laying it down for love of men,

And thenceforth spent himself to search for truth,

Wringing the secret of deliverance forth,

Whether it lurk in hells or hide in heavens.

Or hover, unrevealed, nigh unto all:

..................................................................
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.........................................................................

And Death might find him conqueror of death.

This will I do, who have a realm to lose

Because I love my realm, because my heart

Beats with each throb of all the hearts that ache,

Known and unknown, these that are mine and those

Which shall be mine, a thousand million more

Saved by this sacrifice I offer now.”

(Edwin Arnold 1949, Page - 66)

     



         











“ So with his brow he touched her feet, and bent

The farewell of fond eyes, unutterable,

Upon her sleeping face, still wet with tears;

And thrice around the bed in reverence,

As though it were an altar, softly stepped

With clasped hands laid upon his beating heart,

“For never,” spake he, “lie I there again!”

And thrice he made to go, but thrice came back,

So strong her beauty was, so large his love:

Then, o’er his head drawing his cloth, he turned

And raised the purdah’s edge;
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.......................................................................”.

(Edwin Arnold 1949, Page - 66)
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“ This golden prison where my heart lives caged

To find the truth; which henceforth I will seek,

For all men’s sake, until the truth be found.”

(Edwin Arnold 1949, Page - 68)



  





         

  

“ .................................... Friend, that love is false

Which clings to love for selfish sweets of love

But I, who love these more than joys of mine —

Yea, more than joy of theirs — depart to save

Them and all flesh, if utmost love avail”.

Go, bring me kantaka! “

(Edwin Arnold 1949, Page 69)
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“Round Rajagriha five fair hills arose,

Guarding King Bimbasâra's sylvan town:

Baibhâra green with lemon-grass and palms;

Bipulla, at whose foot thin Sarsuti

Steals with warm ripple; shadowy Tapovan,

Whose steaming pools mirror black rocks, which ooze

Sovereign earth-butter from their rugged roofs
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South-east the vulture-peak Sailâgiri;

And eastward Ratnagiri, hill of gems.

A winding track, paven with footworn slabs,

Leads thee by safflower fields and bamboo tufts

Under dark mangoes and the jujube-trees,

Past milk-white veins of rock and jasper crags,

Low cliff and flats of jungle-flowers, to where

The shoulder of that mountain, sloping west,

O'erhangs a cave with wild figs canopied.

Lo! thou who comest thither, bare thy feet

And bow thy head! for all this spacious earth

Hath not a spot more dear and hallowed.”

(Edwin Arnold 1949, Page 73)
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“ Lord Buddha sate the scorching summers through,

The driving rains, the chilly dawns and eves;

Wearing for all men's sakes the yellow robe,

Eating in beggar's guise the scanty meal

Chance-gathered from the charitable; at night

Couched on the grass, homeless, alone; while yelped

The sleepless jackals round his cave, or coughs

Of famished tiger from the thicket broke.

----------------------------------------------------”.

(Edwin Arnold 1949, Page 73,74)
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“Threaded their flesh with jungle thorns and spits,

Besmeared with mud and ashes, crouching foul

In rags of dead men wrapped about their loins.

Certain there were inhabited the spots

Where death-pyres smouldered, cowering defiled

With corpses for their company, and kites

Screaming around them o'er the funeral-spoils:

Certain who cried five hundred times a day

The names of Shiva, wound with darting snakes

About their sun-tanned necks and hollow flanks

One palsied foot drawn up against the ham.

So gathered they, a grievous company;

Crowns blistered by the blazing heat, eyes bleared,

Sinews and muscles shrivelled, visages

Haggard and wan as slain men's, five days dead;

Here crouched one in the dust who noon by noon

Meted a thousand grains of millet out,

Ate it with famished patience, seed by seed,

And so starved on; there one who bruised his pulse

With bitter leaves lest palate should be pleased;

And next, a miserable saint self-maimed,
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Eyeless and tongueless, sexless, crippled, deaf;

The body by the mind being thus stripped

For glory of much suffering, and the bliss

Which they shall win -- say holy books -- whose woe

Shames gods that send us woe, and makes men gods

Stronger to suffer than Hell is to harm.”

(Edwin Arnold 1949, Page 76, 77)
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“Some hurt had lamed one lamb, which toiled behind

Bleeding, while in the front its fellow skipped,

And the vexed dam hither and thither ran,

Fearful to lose this little one or that;

Which when our Lord did mark, full tenderly

He took the limping lamb upon his neck,

Saying, "Poor woolly mother, be at peace!

Whither thou goest I will bear thy care;

'Twere all as good to ease one beast of grief

As sit and watch the sorrows of the world

In yonder caverns with the priests who pray."

(Edwin Arnold 1949, Page 80)

 



           



   

 

“....................................... But when these saw

Our Lord bearing the lamb, the guards stood back,

The market-people drew their wains aside,

In the bazaar buyers and sellers stayed

The war of tongues to gaze on that mild face;
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The smith, with lifted hammer in his hand,

Forgot to strike; the weaver left his web,

The scribe his scroll, the money-changer lost

His count of cowries; from the unmatched rice

Shiva's white bull fed free; the wasted milk

Ran o'er the Iota while the milkers watched

The passage of our Lord moving so meek,

With yet so beautiful a majesty”

(Edwin Arnold 1949, Page 83)

   

  

 

      



 (Sakra) 











  

“From Bimbasâra: take ye joy to see

The spirted blood, and pleasure in the scent

Of rich flesh roasting 'mid the fragrant flames;

Let the King's sins be laid upon this goat,

And let the fire consume them burning it,
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For now I strike."

But Buddha softly said,

"Let him not strike, great King!" and therewith loosed

The victim's bonds, none staying him, so great

His presence was. Then, craving leave, he spake

Of life, which all can take but none can give,

Life, which all creatures love and strive to keep,

Wonderful, dear and pleasant unto each,

Even to the meanest; yea, a boon to all

Where pity is, for pity makes the world

Soft to the weak and noble for the strong.

Unto the dumb lips of his flock he lent

Sad pleading words, showing how man, who prays

For mercy to the gods, is merciless,

Being as god to those; albeit all life

Is linked and kin, and what we slay have given

Meek tribute of the milk and wool, and set

Fast trust upon the hands which murder them.

(Edwin Arnold 1949, Page 85)
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“Whom, when they came unto the river-side,

A woman -- dove-eyed, young, with tearful face,

And lifted hands -- saluted, bending low:

"Lord! thou art he," she said, "who yesterday

Had pity on me in the fig-grove here,

Where I live lone and reared my child; but he

Straying amid the blossoms found a snake,

Which twined about his wrist, whilst he did laugh

And tease the quick forked tongue and opened mouth

Of that cold playmate. But, alas! ere long

He turned so pale and still, I could not think

Why he should cease to play, and let my breast

Fall from his lips. And one said, 'He is sick

Of poison;' and another, 'He will die.'

But I, who could not lose my precious boy,

....................................................................

...................................................................”.

(Edwin Arnold 1949, Page 81)
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“ 'Yea! little sister, there is that might heal

Thee first, and him, if thou, couldst fetch the thing;

For they who seek physicians bring to them

What is ordained. Therefore, I pray thee, find

Black mustard-seed, a tola; only mark

Thou take it not from any hand or house

Where father, mother, child, or slave hath died;”

it shall be well it thou const find such seed ”

(Edwin Arnold 1949, Page 81, 82)





  

"I went, Lord, clasping to my breast

The babe, grown colder, asking at each hut --

Here in the jungle and towards the town --

'I pray you, give me mustard, of your grace,

A tola -- black;' and each who had it gave,

For all the poor are piteous to the poor;

But when I asked, 'In my friend's household here

Hath any peradventure ever died --

Husband or wife, or child, or slave?' they said:

'O Sister! what is this you ask? the dead

Are very many, and the living few!'
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So with sad thanks I gave the mustard back,

And prayed of others; but the others said,

'Here is the seed, but we have lost our slave!'

'Here is the seed, but our good man is dead!'

'Here is some seed, but he that sowed it died

Between the rain-time and the harvesting!'

Ah, sir! I could not find a single house

(Edwin Arnold 1949 Page 82)

 

  

    

  

  

 

 



"My sister! thou hast found," the Master said,

"Searching for what none finds -- that bitter balm

I had to give thee. He thou lovedst slept

Dead on thy bosom yesterday: to-day

Thou know'st the whole wide world weeps with thy woe

The grief which all hearts share grows less for one.

Lo! I would pour my blood if it could stay

Thy tears and win the secret of that curse

Which makes sweet love our anguish, and which drives

O'er flowers and pastures to the sacrifice --
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.......................................................................”.

(Edwin Arnold 1949 Page 83)









 

(Edwin Arnold 1985  Page 103)
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“That it is written in the holy books

How, in an ancient age -- when Buddha wore

A Brahman's form, dwelling upon the rock

Named Munda, by the village of Dâlidd --

Drought withered all the land: the young rice died

Ere it could hide a quail; in forest glades

A fierce sun sucked the pools; grasses and herbs

Sickened, and all the woodland creatures fled

Scattering for sustenance. At such a time,

Between the hot walls of a nullah, stretched

On naked stones, our Lord spied”

(Edwin Arnold 1949, Page 86, 87)
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“A starving tigress. Hunger in her orbs

Glared with green flame; her dry tongue lolled span

Beyond the gasping jaws and shrivelled jowl;

Her painted hide hung wrinkled on her ribs,

As when between the rafters sinks a thatch

Rotten with rains; and at the poor lean dugs

Two cubs, whining with famine, tugged and sucked,

Mumbling those milkless teats which rendered nought,

While she, their gaunt dam, licked full motherly

The clamorous twins, yielding her flank to them

With moaning throat, and love stronger than want,

Softening the first of that wild cry wherewith

She laid her famished muzzle to the sand

And roared a savage thunder-peal of woe.

Seeing which bitter strait, and heeding nought

Save the immense compassion of a Buddh,

Our Lord bethought, "There is no other way

To help this murderess of the woods but one.

By sunset these will die, having no meat:
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There is no living heart will pity her,

Bloody with ravin, lean for lack of blood.

Lo! if I feed her, who shall lose but I,

And how can love lose doing of its kind

Even to the uttermost?" So saying, Buddh

Silently laid aside sandals and staff,

His sacred thread, turban, and cloth, and came

Forth from behind the milk-bush on the sand,

Saying, "Ho! mother, here is meat for thee!"

Whereat the perishing beast yelped hoarse and shrill,

Sprang from her cubs, and, hurling to the earth

That willing victim, had her feast of him

With all the crooked daggers of her claws

Rending his flesh, and all her yellow fangs

Bathed in his blood: the great cat's burning breath

Mixed with the last sigh of such fearless love.

(Edwin Arnold 1949, Page 87, 88)
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“But they upon the hill and in the grove --

Alâra, Udra, and the ascetics five --

Had stayed him, saying all was written clear

In holy Shasters, and that none might win

Higher than Sruti and than Smriti -- nay,

Not the chief saints! -- for how should mortal man

Be wiser than the Jnana-Kând, which tells

How Brahm is bodiless and actionless,

Passionless, calm, unqualified, unchanged,

Pure life, pure thought, pure joy? Or how should man

Be better than the Karmma-Kând, which shows

.......................................................................... “.

(Edwin Arnold 1949, Page 89)
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“Thou who wouldst see where dawned the light at last,

North-westwards from the "Thousand Gardens" go

By Gunga's valley till thy steps be set

On the green hills where those twin streamlets spring

Nilâjan and Mohâna; follow them,
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Winding beneath broad-leaved mahúa-trees,

'Mid thickets of the sansár and the bir,

Till on the plain the shining sisters meet

In Phalgú's bed, flowing by rocky banks

To Gâya and the red Barabar hills.

Hard by that river spreads a thorny waste,

Uruwelaya named in ancient days,

With sandhills broken; on its verge a wood

Waves sea-green plumes and tassels 'thwart the sky,

With undergrowth wherethrough a still flood steals,

Dappled with lotus-blossoms, blue and white,

And peopled with quick fish and tortoises.

Near it the village of Senáni reared

Its roofs of grass, nestled amid the palms,

Peaceful with simple folk and pastoral toils.”

(Edwin Arnold 1949, Page 90)
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“And once at such a time the o'erwrought Prince

Fell to the earth in deadly swoon, all spent,
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Even as one slain, who hath no longer breath

Nor any stir of blood; so wan he was,

So motionless. But there came by that way

A shepherd-boy, who saw Siddârtha lie

With lids fast-closed, and lines of nameless pain

Fixed on his lips -- the fiery noonday sun

Beating upon his head -- who, plucking boughs

From wild rose-apple trees, knitted them thick

Into a bower to shade the sacred face.

Also he poured upon the Master's lips

Drops of warm milk, pressed from his she-goat's bag,

Lest, being of low caste, he do wrong to one

So high and holy seeming. But the books

Tell how the jambu-branches, planted thus,

Shot with quick life in wealth of leaf and flower

And glowing fruitage interlaced and close,

So that the bower grew like a tent of silk

Pitched for a king at hunting, decked with studs

Of silver-work and bosses of red gold.

And the boy worshipped, deeming him some God;

But our Lord gaining breath, arose and asked

Milk in the shepherd's lota. "Ah, my Lord,

I cannot give thee," quoth the lad; "thou seest

I am a Sudra, and my touch defiles!"

(Edwin Arnold 1949, Page 92)
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“A band of tinselled girls, the nautch-dancers

Of Indra's temple in the town, with those

Who made their music -- one that beat a drum

Set round with peacock-feathers, one that blew

The piping bánsuli, and one that twitched

A three-string sitar. Lightly tripped they down

From ledge to ledge and through the chequered paths
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To some gay festival, the silver bells

Chiming soft peals about the small brown feet,

Armlets and wrist-rings tattling answer shrill;

While he that bore the sitar thrummed and twanged

His threads of brass, and she beside him sang --

    "Fairgoes the dancing when the sitar's tuned;

    Tune us the sitar neither low nor high,

    And we will dance away the hearts of men.

    The string overstretched breaks, and the music flies

    The string o'erslack is dumb, and music dies;

    Tune us the sitar neither low nor high."

So sang the nautch-girl to the pipe and wires,

Fluttering like some vain, painted butterfly

From glade to glade along the forest path,

Nor dreamed her light words echoed on the ear

Of him, that holy man, who sate so rapt

Under the fig-tree by the path.

(Edwin Arnold 1949, Page 93)
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“So, -- thinking him divine, -- Sujâta drew

Tremblingly nigh, and kissed the earth and said,

With sweet face bent "Would that the Holy One

Inhabiting this grove, Giver of good,

Merciful unto me his handmaiden,

Vouchsafing now his presence, might accept

These our poor gifts of snowy curds, fresh-made,

With milk as white as new-carved ivory!"

Therewith into the golden bowl she poured

The curds and milk, and on the hands of Buddh

Dropped attar from a crystal flask -- distilled

Out of the hearts of roses: and he ate,

Speaking no word, while the glad mother stood

In reverence apart. But of that meal

So wondrous was the virtue that our Lord

Felt strength and life return as though the nights

Of watching and the days of fast had passed

In dream, as though the spirit with the flesh

Shared that fine meat and plumed its wings anew,

Like some delighted bird at sudden streams

Weary with flight o'er endless wastes of sand,

Which laves the desert dust from neck and crest."

(Edwin Arnold 1949, Page 94)
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“It is enough for me to feel life's sun

Shine in my Lord's grace and my baby's smile,

Making the loving summer of our home.

Pleasant my days pass filled with household cares

From sunrise when I wake to praise the gods,

And give forth grain, and trim the tulsi-plant,

And set my handmaids to their tasks, till noon,

When my Lord lays his head upon my lap

Lulled by soft songs and wavings of the fan;
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And so to supper-time at quiet eve,

When by his side I stand and serve the cakes.”

(Edwin Arnold 1949, Page 96,97)
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“....................But he who is the Prince

Of Darkness, Mara -- knowing this was Buddh

Who should deliver men, and now the hour

When he should find the Truth and save the worlds --

Gave unto all his evil powers command.

Wherefore there trooped from every deepest pit

The fiends who war with Wisdom and the Light,

Arati, Trishna, Raga, and their crew

Of passions, horrors, ignorances, lusts.”

(Edwin Arnold 1949, Page 100)
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“The ten chief Sins came -- Mara's mighty ones,

Angels of evil -- Attavâda first,

The Sin of Self, who in the Universe

As in a mirror sees her fond face shown,

And crying "I" would have the world say "I,"

And all things perish so if she endure.

"If thou be'st Buddh," she said, "let others grope

Lightless; it is enough that thou art Thou

Changelessly; rise and take the bliss of gods

Who change not, heed not, strive not.

........................................................

....................................................... .”

(Edwin Arnold 1949, Page 100,101)
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“This the true heaven where mortals are like gods,

Makers and Masters, this the gift of gifts

Ever renewed and worth a thousand woes.

For who hath grieved when soft arms shut him safe,

And all life melted to a happy sigh,

And all the world was given in one warm kiss?

So sang they with soft float of beckoning hands,

Eyes lighted with love-flames, alluring smiles;

In dainty dance their supple sides and limbs

Revealing and concealing like burst buds

Which tell their color, but hide yet their hearts.

Never so matchless grace delighted eye

As troop by troop these midnight-dancers swept

Nearer the Tree, each daintier than the last,

Murmuring "O great Siddârtha! I am thine,

Taste of my mouth and see if youth is sweet!"

Also, when nothing moved our Master's mind,
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Lo! Kama waved his magic bow, and lo!

............................................................................. .”

(Edwin Arnold 1949, Page 102)
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“............................. In the third watch,

The earth being still, the hellish legions fled,

A soft air breathing from the sinking moon,

Our Lord attained Sammâ-sambuddh; he saw

By light which shines beyond our mortal ken

The line of all his lives in all the worlds,

Far back and farther back and farthest yet,

Five hundred lives and fifty. Even as one,

At rest upon a mountain-summit, marks

His path wind up by precipice and crag,

Past thick-set woods shrunk to a patch; through bogs,

Glittering false-green; down hollows where he toiled

Breathless; on dizzy ridges where his feet

Had well-nigh slipped; beyond the sunny lawns,

...........................................................................

........................................................................... .”

(Edwin Arnold 1949, Page 104)



(Samma - Sambuddha) 
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“Our Lord attained Abhidjna -- insight vast

Ranging beyond this sphere to spheres unnamed,

System on system, countless worlds and suns

Moving in splendid measures, band by band

Linked in division, one yet separate,

The silver islands of a sapphire sea

Shoreless unfathomed, undiminished, stirred

With waves which roll in restless tides of change.”

(Edwin Arnold 1949, Page 105)

 

 







(Kalpa, Mahakalpa)
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“Then was the Dukha-satya opened him

First of the "Noble Truths;" how Sorrow is

Shadow to life, moving where life doth move;

Not to be laid aside until one lays

Living aside, with all its changing states,

Birth, growth, decay, love, hatred, pleasure, pain

Being and doing. How that none strips off

These sad delights and pleasant griefs who lacks

Knowledge to know them snares; but he who knows

Avidya -- Delusion -- sets those snares,

Loves life no longer but ensues escape.

A helpless mirror of all shows which pass

Across his heart; and so Vedanâ grows --

'Sense-life' -- false in its gladness, fell in sadness,

But sad or glad, the Mother of Desire,

Trishna, that thirst which makes the living drink

Deeper and deeper of the false salt waves

..............................................................

..............................................................”

(Edwin Arnold 1949,  Page 107)
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“Sense - Life”

       





 



   

 

“Whereon they float, pleasures, ambitions, wealth,

Praise, fame, or domination, conquest, love;

Rich meats and robes, and fair abodes, and pride

Of ancient lines, and lust of days, and strife

To live, and sins that flow from strife, some sweet, Some bitter.”

(Edwin Arnold 1949, Page 107 )
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“All ills which flow from foregone wrongfulness,

And so constraining passions that they die

Famished; till all the sum of ended life --

The Karma -- all that total of a soul

Which is the things it did, the thoughts it had,

The 'Self' it wove -- with woof of viewless time,

Crossed on the warp invisible of acts --

The outcome of him on the Universe,

Gross pure and sinless ”

(Edwin Arnold 1949, Page 108)





 

 



 





  



 

“Thus "finishing the Path;" free from Earth's cheats;

Released from all the skandhas of the Hesh;
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Broken from ties -- from Upâdânas -- saved”

(Sir Edwin Arnold 1949, Page 108)



                 







   

(Chingning).          



 





 

  (Nirvana)
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     “Sorrowful dwelt the king Suddhodana

All those long years among the Sakya Lords

Lacking the speech and presence of his Son;

Sorrowful sate the sweet Yasodhara

All those long years, knowing no joy of life,

Widowed of him her living Liege and Prince.

And ever, on the news of some recluse

Seen far away by pasturing camel-men

Or traders threading devious paths for gain,

Messengers from the King had gone and come

Bringing account of many a holy sage

Lonely and lost to home; but nought of him

The crown of white Kapilavastu's line,

The glory of her monarch and his hope,

The heart's content of sweet Yasodhara,

Far-wandered now, forgetful, changed, or dead.”

(Edwin Arnold 1949, Page 112)
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“Their clinging hands and meeting lips. Her lids

Were wan with tears, her tender cheeks had thinned;

Her lips' delicious curves were drawn with grief

The lustrous glory of her hair was hid--

Close-bound as widows use; no ornament

She wore, nor any jewel clasped the cloth--

Coarse, and of mourning-white--crossed on her breast.

Slow moved and painfully those small fine feet

Which had the roe's gait and the rose-leaf's fall

In old years at the loving voice of him.”

(Edwin Arnold 1949, Page 112, 113)
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“Then--while the glad blood bounded in her veins

As Gunga leaps when first the mountain snows

Melt at her springs--uprose Yasodhara

And clapped her palms, and laughed, with brimming tears

Beading her lashes. "Oh! call quick," she cried,

"These merchants to my purdah, for mine ears

Thirst like parched throats to drink their blessed news.”

(Edwin Arnold 1949, Page 114)
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“ ...................................."We have seen

That sacred Master, Princess! we have bowed

Before his feet; for who was lost a Prince

Is found a greater than the King of kings.

Under the Bodhi-tree by Phalgu's bank

..............................................................”.

(Edwin Arnold 1949, Page 115)
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“As the keen Sun gilding the lotus-lakes

Seeth which buds will open to his beams

And which are not yet risen from their roots;

Then spake, divinely smiling, "Yea, I preach!

Whoso will listen let him learn the Law."

(Edwin Arnold 1949, Page 116)
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"Ye dharma hetuppabhawa

Yesan hetun Tathagato;

Aha yesan cha yo nirodho

Ewan wadi Maha samano.”

"What life's course and cause sustain

These Tathagato made plain;

What delivers from life's woe

That our Lord hath made us know."

(Edwin Arnold 1949, Page 117,118)
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“ ..................................

Before the people: "Surely I shall go!

It is my duty as it was my will;

Let no man miss to render reverence

To those who lend him life, whereby  .....................”

(Edwin Arnold 1949, Page 120)
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“At the south gate a bright pavilion rose

With flower-wreathed pillars and the walls of silk

Wrought on their red and green with woven gold.

Also the roads were laid with scented boughs

Of neem and mango, and full mussuks shed

Sandal and jasmine on the dust, and flags

Fluttered; and on the day when he should come

It was ordained how many elephants--

With silver howdahs and their tusks gold-tipped--

Should wait beyond the ford, and where the drums

Should boom "Siddartha cometh!" where the lords

Should light and worship, and the dancing-girls

Where they should strew their flowers with dance and song

.................................................................................................”

(Edwin Arnold 1949, Page 120)
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 “ So many rains it is since I was Ram,

A merchant of the coast which looketh south

To Lanka and the hiding-place of pearls.

Also in that far time Yasodhara

Dwelt with me in our village by the sea,

Tender as now, and Lukshmi was her name.

And I remember how I journeyed thence

Seeking our gain, for poor the household was

And lowly. Not the less with wistful tears

She prayed me that I should not part, nor tempt

Perils by land and water. 'How could love

Leave what it loved?' she wailed; yet, venturing, I

Passed to the Straits, and after storm and toil
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And deadly strife with creatures of the deep,

And woes beneath the midnight and the moon,

Searching the wave I won therefrom a pearl

Moonlike and glorious, such as kings might buy

Emptying their treasury. Then came I glad

Unto mine hills, but over all that land

Famine spread sore; ill was I stead to live

In journey home, and hardly reached my door--

Aching for food--with that white wealth of the sea

Tied in my girdle. Yet no food was there;

And on the threshold she for whom I toiled--

More than myself--lay with her speechless lips

Nigh unto death for one small gift of grain.

Then cried I, 'If there be who hath of grain,

Here is a kingdom's ransom for one life

Give Lukshmi bread and take my moonlight pearl.'

.............................................................................

..........................................................................”

(Edwin Arnold 1949, Page 123)
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“Then the King amazed

Inquired "What treasure?" and the Teacher took

Meekly the royal palm, and while they paced

Through worshipping streets--the Princess and the King

On either side--he told the things which make

For peace and pureness, those Four noble Truths

Which hold all wisdom as shores shut the seas,

Those Eight right Rules whereby who will may walk--

Monarch or slave--upon the perfect Path

That hath its Stages Four and Precepts Eight,

Whereby whoso will live--mighty or mean

Wise or unlearned, man, woman, young or old

Shall soon or late break from the wheels of life,

Attaining blest Nirvana. So they came

..........................................................................

.......................................................................... ”

(Edwin Arnold 1949, Page 126)
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“A broad mead spreads by swift Kohana’s bank

At Nagara; five days shall bring a man

In ox-wain thither from Benares’ shrines

Eastward and northward journeying. The horns

Of white Himala look upon the place,

Which all the year is glad with blooms and girt

By groves made green from that bright streamlet’s wave.

Soft are its slopes and cool its fragrant shades,

And holy all the spirit of the spot

Unto this time: the breath of eve comes hushed

Over the tangled thickets, and high heaps

Of carved red stones cloven by root and stem

Of creeping fig, and clad with waving veil

Of leaf and grass. The still snake glistens forth

From crumbled work of lac and cedar-beams

To coil his folds there on deep-graven slabs;

The lizard dwells and darts o’er painted floors

Where kings have paced; the grey fox litters safe

Under the broken thrones; only the peaks,

................................................................................

(Edwin Arnold 1949, Page 127)
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“................................................... Master sate

Eminent, worshipped, all the earnest throng

Catching the opening of his lips to learn

That wisdom which hath made our Asia mild;

Whereto four hundred crores of living souls

Witness this day. Upon the King’s right hand

He sate, and round were ranged the Sakya Lords

Ananda, Devadatta—all the Court.

Behind stood Seriyut and Mugallan, chiefs

Of the calm brethren in the yellow garb,

A goodly company ........................................”

(Edwin Arnold 1949, Page 128)

(Kohana)  (Nagara)
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“  ................................... Master sate

Eminent, worshipped, all the earnest throng

Catching the opening of his lips to learn

That wisdom which hath made our Asia mild;

Whereto four hundred crores of living souls

Witness this day. Upon the King’s right hand

He sate, and round were ranged the Sakya Lords

Ananda, Devadatta—all the Court.”

(Edwin Arnold 1949, Page 128)

 

 

         

 

 (Seriyat and Mugallan)  
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“ Had sense of Buddha’s vast embracing love

And took the promise of his piteous speech;

So that their lives—prisoned in shape of ape,

Tiger, or deer, shagged bear, jackal, or wolf,

Foul-feeding kite, pearled dove, or peacock gemmed,

Squat toad, or speckled serpent, lizard, bat,

Yea, or of fish fanning the river waves—

Touched meekly at the skirts of brotherhood

With man who hath less innocence than these;
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(Edwin Arnold 1949, Page 129)



 

       

“Om, Amitaya!”   

(Infinite light)(Infinite

life)   

 

 (Immeasurable) “nor sink the string of thought Into the Fathomless” 

  

 





“That life and death and joy and woe abide;

And cause and sequence, and the course of time,

And Being’s ceaseless tide,

Which, ever-changing, runs, linked like a river

By ripples following ripples, fast or slow—

The same yet not the same—from far-off fountain

To where its waters flow

Into the seas. These, steaming to the Sun,

Give the lost wavelets back in cloudy fleece

To trickle down the hills, and glide again;

Having no pause or peace.”

(Edwin Arnold 1949, Page 150)
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“The First Truth is of Sorrow. Be not mocked!

Life which ye prize is long-drawn agony:

Only its pains abide; its pleasures are

As birds which light and fly,

Ache of the birth, ache of the helpless days,

Ache of hot youth and ache of manhood’s prime;

Ache of the chill grey years and choking death,

These fill your piteous time.

Sweet is fond Love, but funeral-flames must kiss

The breasts which pillow and the lips which cling;

Gallant is warlike Might, but vultures pick

The joints of chief and King.

...................................................................”

(Edwin Arnold 1949, Page 138)







“The Second Truth is Sorrow’s Cause. What grief

Springs of itself and springs not of Desire?

Senses and things perceived mingle and light

Passion’s quick spark of fire:

So flameth Trishna, lust and thirst of things.

Eager ye cleave to shadows, dote on dreams.

A false Self in the midst ye plant, and make
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A world around which seems;

.........................................................................”

(Edwin Arnold 1949, Page 138)



 



 

The Third is Sorrow’s Ceasing. This is peace—

To conquer love of self and lust of life,

To tear deep-rooted passion from the breast,

To still the inward strife;

For love, to clasp Eternal Beauty close;

For glory, to be lord of self; for pleasure,

To live beyond the gods; for countless wealth,

To lay up lasting treasure

Of perfect service rendered, duties done

In charity, soft speech, and stainless days

These riches shall not fade away in life,

Nor any death dispraise.

........................................................

.........................................................”

(Edwin Arnold 1949, Page 138)

 

 





  

“ The Fourth Truth is The Way. It openeth wide,
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Plain for all feet to tread, easy and near,

The Noble Eightfold Path; it goeth straight

To peace and refuge. Hear!

Manifold tracks lead to yon sister-peaks

Around whose snows the gilded clouds are curled

By steep or gentle slopes the climber comes

Where breaks that other world.

Strong limbs may dare the rugged road which storms,

Soaring and perilous, the mountain’s breast;

...........................................................................”

(Edwin Arnold 1949, Page 140)

 









“The First good Level is Right Doctrine, walk

  In fear of Dharma, shuning all offence

  In heed of Karma, which do the make man’s  fate

  In lord ship over sense”.

(Edwin Arnold 1949, Page 140)

(Right Doctrine)



(Right Purpose)  

(Right Discourse)
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(Right Behaviour) 



  

“Four higher roadways be, Only those feet

May tread them which have done with earthly thing

Right purity, Right Thought, Right Loneliness,

Right Rapture spread no wings”

(Edwin Arnold 1949, page141)



 

 

“To such commencement hath the first stage touched;

He knows the noble Truths, the Eight fold Road;

Bay few or many steps such shall attain

NIRVANA’s blest above “

(Edwin Arnold 1949, Page No 142)

   



 

  



“More is the treasure of the law than gems;

Sweeter than comb its sweetness; its delights

Delightful past compare. There by to live

Hear the five Rules aright.

(Edwin Arnold 1949, Page 143.)
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 “ Kill not for pitys sake and lest ye slay

 The meanest thing upon its upward way”.



2. “Give freely and receive, but take from none.”

 

By greed, or Force or graud what is his own.



3. Bear not false witness,slander not, nor lie

“Truth is the speech of inward purity”





4 “Shun drugs and drinks which work the wit abuse

 Clear minds,clean bodies, deed no soma juice”





5) “Touch not thy Neighbours wife, neither commit

Sins of the flesh unlawful and unfit.”,
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“..........The householder Singala newly bathed

Bowing himself with bare head to the earth,

To Heaven , and  all four quarters ; while he threw

Rice, red and white, from both hands ,” Wherefore thus

Bowest thou, Brother?” said the Lord; and he,

It is the way,Great Sir! our fathers taught

At every dawn, before the toil begins,

To hold off evil from the sky above

And earth beheath, and all the winds which blow”

(Edwin Arnold 1949 Light of Asia Page 144)
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'To a Buddha seated on a lotus'
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'The songs

of celetial, Indian Poetry, The Book Good Counsels, The Song of Songs, Miscellaneous

Oriental Poems'   
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